
 

 

 

MOJO NATION TOY DESIGN AWARD 

SPONSORED BY: MOJO NATION 

 

BACKGROUND 

Mojo Nation is a body for toy and game inventors, dedicated to dedicated to celebrating the creativity of 

the toy, game and designer community and accelerating talent, opportunity and ideas for inventors of 

all levels.  

 

THE BRIEF 

Create the toy industry’s next smash-hit surprise/reveal collectible range. 

Surprise/reveal collectibles are toys that come in blind-box packaging; that means you can’t see the 

collectible you’re buying, so the toy itself is a surprise and encourages repeat-purchases (as kids look 

to collect an entire range). 

We want a fun theme, an interesting surprise/reveal unboxing process containing several stages of fun 

and cool figures that are full of personality. 

 

Here are a few examples of the toys in the market that have nailed this: 

Treasure X by Moose Toys  

Themed around the search for buried treasure, Treasure X comes as a block of sand, and there are 

then 10 stages of fun as kids dig their way to a collectible Treasure Hunter figure and hidden treasure. 

Here’s a video of Treasure X in action: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z13G3RcdvI  

Yolkies by Bandai 

Big eggs that kids crack open to reveal edible candy slime that looks like yolk, and a collectable Foodie 

Friend. Here’s a video of Yolkies in action: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEvohrwnk04  

Blume by Skyrocket Toys 

Blume is a surprise/reveal line of collectible dolls, themed around flower pots. Kids add water to their 

flower pot, and a Blume doll magically grows out of the pot. There’s a further 10 surprises inside, span-

ning accessories and outfits for the doll. Here’s a video of Blume in action: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=RMf34oa8ueU  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z13G3RcdvI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEvohrwnk04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMf34oa8ueU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMf34oa8ueU


 

PRIZE 

All finalists will be given free tickets to the Mojo Pitch; this is a virtual pitching event taking place in 

September that allows you to pitch your concept directly to product acquisitions execs from over 30 of 

the world’s biggest toy and game companies, each looking to license great new ideas. The overall win-

ning student will also get 12 one-hour virtual one-on-one mentorship sessions with some of the indus-

try’s top designers.  

 

CRITERIA 

The award will be given to a original collectible idea, complete with an interesting unboxing process, 

that demonstrates creativity, market research and commercial understanding.  

 

SUBMISSION 

We’d like a product presentation as a PDF including visuals of the product, a few words on how the 

unboxing process works, photos of prototypes if you have them (can be crude – doesn’t have to be 

swish!) and a short 30 second video of the collectible in action, if you can (again, this can be a rough-

and-ready video shot on a phone rather than anything with serious production value!).  

All awards submissions must be emailed to NDAWARDS@UPPERSTREETEVENTS.CO.UK 

Please make sure you carefully read our Terms and Conditions before submitting your work and only 

send one email per application.  

If your file size is too large to send via email you may use the file transferring site wetransfer.com 

You must include the below information within the email in this format (whether sending via email or 

wetransfer.com) for your submission to be valid: 

NAME 

UNIVERSITY 

COURSE 

UNIQUE ID NUMBER (these have been sent to your course leader and are the way we will validate your 

entry) 

AWARD ENTERED 

TITLE OF PROJECT 

**Please note NDAWARDS@UPPERSTREETEVENTS.CO.UK is an unmonitored inbox and we will 

not be responding to queries sent to this address.  



Rules for Entering 

Presented by Upper Street Events, Organisers of New Designers 

 

Rules and Terms of Entry into the Virtual Competition 2020 

In addition to the specific requirements of each competition category, the following rules and regula-

tions are common to all: 

1. The submission deadline is 23.59 on Friday 14th August 2020. Entries received after the closing date 

will not be considered.  

2. One submission per designer may be entered into each category 

3. Designers can enter multiple award categories.  

4. The submission for each category must be individual to that brief. The same project can not be en-

tered into multiple categories. 

5. All entrants must be aware that through their participation, both the organisers(Upper Street Events 

Ltd) and the award sponsor will have the right to utilise photographs of the work within their own pro-

motional publications and digital platforms, approved publications or within magazines and newspa-

pers. Occasionally, work may be also seen on television. Where possible, the artist will receive full 

credit. Entrants shall retain the copyright in the work but shall grant to New Designers, and all of the 

websites, social media sites and other businesses run by Upper Street Events Ltd, a free and unlimited 

license to use, edit and reproduce your picture in our products and marketing.  

12. The work submitted must have been generated by the person entering the project. 

13. All entries must be made via the official process outlined on newdesigners.com, alternative forms 

of entry will not be accepted. 

14. The judges’ decision is final. 

15. The promotion is subject to the laws of England.  

16. The promotion is open to final year students of qualifying educational institutions participating in 

the New Designers Awards only. A unique code ID (provided to students by their educational institu-

tion) must be provided by each entrant or the entrant’s submission will not be considered.  

17. Upper Street Events Ltd will process the personal data of entrants in accordance with the Immedi-

ate Media Privacy Policy, which can be access via www.immediate.co.uk/privacy.  

http://www.immediate.co.uk/privacy

